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Abstract
This report presents the development of angular tropospheric refraction models
for optical and radio frequency usage. The models are compact analytic functions,
finite over the entire domain of elevation angle, and accurate over large ranges
of pressure, temperature, and relative humidity. Additionally, FORTRAN sub-
routines for each of the models are included.
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17u angnila refraction model (or \ariants thereof) c •ur-
rcntls in -isc at JPI, is as follows:
(1) For Z < 80.263 ,
R = (WHY-) tali
(2) For 90' > Z > 80?6°,
 ( N(l.1 M (
R	 340 )
0.0589 4 ( a
(3) For Z > 90°,
ll .-0.(.X)126
Z-)
n
R= \ 1180 / (0.6(1874 — 0.201775 180) C Z.	 ' J)
where
R = retraction correction, rad
Z = a •nith angle (actual), deg
Z' = zenith angle (actual), rad
N - "refractivity"
To gauge the dt-vree of error inherent to the current
JPI, refraction model, it has been contrasted to a con-
1
ip
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New Optical and Radio Frequency Angular
Tropospheric Refraction Models for Deep
Space Applications
I. Introduction
There gists here at the Jct Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL), and particularly ssithin the y Deep Space Nchyork
(DSN), a need for accurate, yet modestly sized, optical
and radio frequency (11F) angular tropospheric refraction
models. The basic angular refraction model (and several
close variants) currentl y
 in use at JPI, consists of three
radicall y
 different analytic functions, each applicable
over a different range of zenith angle (zenith angle = 900
— elevation angle) and is therefore inunecliatcl y rather
cumbersome. Furthermore, the accuracy of the current
JP1, refraction model is not ssetl klocnniented, and is thus
suhjec •t to c•omiclerable doubt.
The present time is particularly \\-ell suited to reexam-
ine the question of an antnilar refraction model for the
•	 following reasons:
(1) The remote site Antenna Pointing Subs ystem (APS)
^• is currentl y being redesigned, thus affording the
cap, cbiIih to Vasil chant t' the ;uiglilar refraction
niudehng.
(2) The recent advent of \-b,uul capabilit y, with an
antenna beanny idth of approximatr • l 0.020°, has
underscored the need for high-aecur ev allgill.m
predicts.
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tinuous set of refraction data as computed from the work
of B. Garfinkel (see Refs. 1 and 2), and is seen in Fig. 1.
The Garfinkel data is for pressure P = 780 mm of Hg and
temperature T = 0°C; the JPL model data has been
matched to these conditions by setting N = 288 (i.e.,
additionally assuming relative humidity RH = 0.0%).
The most distressingly obvious flaws in the current JPL
model are the discontinuities in R at the two breakpoints,
these discontinuities (and hence errors in one or the other
segment) amounting to approximately 30 and 300 arc
seconds (sec), respectively. (Note: For the duration of
this report, refraction quantities will be dealt with in
terms of arc seconds, with 0.001 0 = 3.6 sec.) Further
examination of the current model discloses that the first
two segments are dependent upon the "refractivity" N,
and hence pressure and temperature, while the third
segment is not. Given that the current JPL model is in-
ao:urate, has %,cry ?<.: discontinuities at the segment
brc °:kpoints, and is fundamentally cumbersome because
of the tri-segment construction, it would seem to be a
likely candidate for a more __curate and reasonable
replacement.
The approach adopted here will be to construct first
a very accurate optical angular refraction model of the
form
Ron = RoP(P,T,Z)
and then translate these results to the radio frequency
case by explicitly defining a function of f such that:
R.r = R.r (P,T,Z) ( f(P,T,RH))
Section II will generate the optical refraction model,
while Section III will construct the RF refraction model.
11. A New Optical Angular Refraction Model
A. General Approach to a New Optical Angular
Refraction Model
In the previous section, the undesirability of the cur-
rent JPL angular refraction model was demonstrated; in
this section the general philosophy used to generate a
new optical angular refraction model will be dealt with.
One starts with the fact that angular refraction is crucially
important in the effectuation of various astronomical en-
deavors, and hence there exists copious amounts of refrac-
tion data. The main drawback to these data is, however,
that they are either in tabular form or are calculated via
schemes which require large amounts of tabular inputs
(for instance, see Refs. 1, 2, 3, and 4). Furduxmor% the
astronomical accuracy requirements are very drimgent
(perhaps down to about the Wee level), while the DSN
requirements ,m no greater than the 10-see level. In light
of the above, it is clear that one reasonable approach
would be to use empirical methods to develop a dimple
analytical expression to approximate the very aocurate
astronomical refraction data available. Sinoe the envi-
sioned use of the new model within the DSN includes
small .emote site computers as well as large central com-
plex computers, desirable features would include:
(1) A single expression over the entire domain of Z.
instead of multiple segments, each applicable over
different ranges of Z.
(2) Accuracy to about the 10-sec level for reasonable
ranges of Z and tropospheric conditions.
(3) Model to be designed to minimize both computer
memory and run time.
B. Selection of an Optical Angular Refraction
Data Base
After a review of the literature, it became apparent that
a reasonable selection for a data base would be the work
of Boris Garfinkel of the Yale University Observatory
(see Refs. 1 and 2). Garfinkel's original theory was pub-
lished in 1944, and then reexamined in 1988. The form of
his model is semi-analytical in that it is a closed function
with Z, P, T as variables, but also requires tabular input
in the form of Z-dependent polynomial coefficients.
More importantly, his model is continued for Z > 900, an
aspect which is most frequently missing.in other angular
refraction works. Finally his work compares well with
other authorities in the field. For instance, Garfinkel com-
pares his data at P = 760 mm and T = 0°C with those of
the Radau and the Pulkova models as follows (with Z'
(observed zenith angle) in degrees and R in seconds):
Z, R
Garfinkel
R
Radau
R
Pulkova
80 331 331 331
81 368 388 385
82 410 409 408
83 468 462 460
84 531 529 527
85 619 617 614
86 738 735 733
87 905 9013 900
88 1153 1152 1147
89 1544 1545 1537
90 22906 2208 2199
2	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
1RIGINAL PAGE Is POOR
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Table 1 provides a detailed tabulation of Garfinkel
refraction data for 0° < Z _< 93°, P = 760 mm, and
T = 0°C.
C. Derivation of a Basic Optical Angular
Refraction Model
The needs of the DSN for an angular refraction model
are restricted to the following range of Z':
00 < Z' ^z 92°
where
Z' = Z — R(Z) = observed zenith angle
this range being encompassed by the Garfinkel data in
Table 1. It was Loped that the data base chosen (i.c., the
Garfinkel data whose selection was discussed in the pre-
vious Subsection) could be approximately fit to a function
(or functions, as necessary) via routine least squares tech-
niques. It was planned to do all work for P = 760 mm
and T 0°C under the assumption that P and T effects
could be (multiplicatively) added at it subsequent time.
The data hase chosen was a slightly smaller subset of the
data base displayed in Table 1. 11ie frequency of data
points was rather arbitrarily chosen as follows:
where
K, — 7 [(R.).... + (R.),,,^^]
and where the conditions satisfied are the following
it + 1 equations in it + 1 unknowns.
Let
o; = R ,( Z,) — X(Z,)
Then, finally,
ao = 0
aK,
Ny — 0
PK
Range of Z. dcg	 Data frequenc y, deg
0<Z<70 0.5
70<Z<85 02
85<Z<93 0.1
with use net effect that the refraction data were increas-
ingl y "weighted" in the high Z region where the rate of
change of refraction is the greatest. The computer pro-
grain 	 in this stud y is a standardized least squares
subroutine available to all UNIVAC 1108 users at JI'l.
(see Ref. 5). Basicall y , it fits a data set to an nth dcgnr
polynomial such that the residuals are minimized in it
least squares sense, i.e.,
if R,(Z,).	 i = data set
then a function X is fornndat(il such that
X =	 KI ., (U(Z) ) t
ao 
= 0
It was originally intended to attempt a least squares
curvc fit to the "raw" refraction data, shown in Fig. ?. It
was observed, however, that the natural log (In) of R gave
a very smooth relm-se station and possessed, of course,
far less d ynastic range, as can be seen in Fig. 3. It seemed
possible that it might yield a better fit for a lower order
p 0hnostial la desirable propert y ), i.e., fitting:
In (R,(Z,)).	 X
Finall y . it was observed that taking the in ycrse tangent
(arctan) of In (R) yielded it representation tliat appeared
almost linear, its can he seen in Fig. 4. This \vas also felt
to be worth attempting as a fit. m the form of:
arctan f 
h ► A(Z,))
XIn (R(45°))}'
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The In (R) fit was attempted first as the most likely
candidate. The train goal established was to find the
smallest order fit which would keep the maximum resid-
ual below some reasonable limit. The results of a series
of different ordt r fits appear in Fig. 5. Although it might
at first Seem strange that the absolute maximum residual
does not decrease monotonicall y with degree of fit, all one
should reall.N exix-et is that a decrease tnonotonicallY with
degree of fit, and this was the case. At: ►n '' rate, the 8th
degr v case was felt to he the hest compromise, as one
needed to go to a lath degree fit to obtain significant int-
provernent. The other two tvlx •s of fits Nvere attempted,
with a general tradeoff expected that an inc •reasc in func-
tional depcndcnc •e (In, arctan, etc.) should decrease the
order of fit neccssarv. A fow of the salient features of each
of the tlure types of fits a?tempted are:
(1) ILM' Data Fit
(a) Simple—no ;,dditional functions required for
modeling.
(b) Minimum ac:•eptahle pol.mlmial required
-12th orde•
(e) Large residuals (-20 sec; or higher) its Z-• 00,
leading to unpalatable result of refraction heing
applied in wrong direction at very small 7., etc.
(2) Lo(R) Fit
(a) Model would requir e natural exlxmcntiation
(exp).
(b) Minimum acceptable polynomial required
-8th order.
(c) Logarithmic condition of fit forces residuals to
he approximateh proportional to R. so rt •sid-
uals quite small exc•cpt at ver y large Z.
(3) Arctan ( In(R)) Fit
(a) Mode) would requirt• tangent (tan) and exp.
(b) Minims m Ixrl\oontial fit required -8th order.
(e) Extremel* v low residuals for T. --Z 90° and quite
high residuals for Z ^:7-
 
90°.
A comparison of the three types of fits is seen in Fig. 8.'
The In R fit was assessed to be the hest compromise
1 1 , 111% figure and I i g%. T. $1, and III wen • prepared on th, basis of
interim results .rnd are ,,I %ariance with the tin.,l ,noth-I by xs
ninth as i aec at Large Z. Thcrefnre, they should Im , u.ed for
,Iln.n.ttion only
4
amongst the design goals stated in Subsection A. Further
refinement to the 8th order In R fit was accomplished by
making minor adjustments to the data set used in the fit
process, until an optimum fit (in the sense of the smallest
maximum residual) was achieved. For this case, the maxi-
mum residual in the interval 0° _< Z < 92° occurred at
alxlut 7. = 91.1° and had a value-
.%R - + 21.8 sec
D. Complete Optical Refraction Model Determination
The refraction model, as finall y determined in the pre-
vious section, is as follows:
R = exp i	 K,,, ( U(Z) l t l - K1 2.
where
F = refraction, sec
Z = zenith angle, actual
EL =- 90° Z = elevation angle
JZ - K,
^1(z)	 1 K,
K, = 48.625
K, = 45.375
K, = 4.1572
K. = 1.4468
K., = 025:391
K. = 2271 6
K, _ -1.3465
K. -43877
K„ = 3.1484
K,,, = 4.5_211
K,, _ - 1.8982
K,; = 0.89011(1
When this model is compared to the Garfinkel data (with
P - 7tit1 nuu and T 0 Q, the folloty ing maximuni
residuals' rt•sult:
0° < Z < 85'	 aft = • 5.6 sec
.A11 m%id1j,1lt , .111) will he GarhnkvI I .ita — I'„q.r.41 %Icxlel.
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_I
85 0 < Z < 92 0 	%R = + 21.8 sce
92°<Z<Wo 	&R=-302.8 see
The very large residuals Ix-twue •n Z = 92 0 and Z = 930
are primaril y it result of ending the fit at 92". At this
paint there was still one point of conceni and that was:
AsZ>930
R I ---• very large
such that at some Z > 9:3 there exists the following
condition:
Z — R(Z) < 90 0 (or local horizon)
giving the appcaranc• of a "false' rise. This would, of
cimrse, lmse difficulties for trajectory -tvpc programs which
calculate, and examine for a rise condition, zenith angles
considcrthly larger than 90°. Hascd on this undesirable
feature, it was felt that the model should he modified
such that shartly after Z = 93° it wotdd he required that:
R(Z) —, 0
could perhaps lx)th improve the Present model hetween
90' and 93" and drive the mexlt-1 to q Ppruxinuttely zero
(ac•tuall • I — K„) thereafter. A function to accoml ►lish
this was constntc •ted (empiricall y ) as follows:
-I 'M _ (Z — C„) (exp [C,(Z — COD
where
Z = zenith angle, deg
Co = 91.870
C, = O.8(MNN)
C, = 99.344
Tilt- improvement In the Z = 90° to Z — FAV region
can bu seen ill 7, whilt- the rapid drop off of the
modified model after !, - 9,'3° can he viewed in Fig. S.
The maxinnun residuals after the above modification
become:
0 0 <Z<W , 	AR=+ 5.6sce
8.5° <Z<92”	 AR= —1 .1.7 sec
92” <Z<93^	 eR	 15.0 see
E. Refraction Model Functional Dependence
Upon Pressure, Temperature, and
Relative Hut..idity
It was original1v felt that once a refraction model for
stand:trci r,nditions (P — 760 unn and T -- 0°C) had Ix-en
achieved. tilt- usual scaling by 17760 :std 273/1 T + 273)
axtld he appli(A. Iluwe •ver, after examining different
combn,atiow, of P and 7' in the Garfinkel data, this did
nut l ernNr In be all aelt-lIuatc treatment of the prc%surc
and ti-mperature (1cpendence, and additional .work iu this
area was required.
I. Pressure ecrcction. Examination of the Garfinkel
data it diffure•nt pressures inchcated that scaling of the
basic model by /' /7(i(1 was reasonable at most Z. but
broke down as Z ^^„ 90°. It was hoped that this could be
coralivnsated for by a vorrectiou factor (say, J,(P. Z)) such
that tilt- entire pressure eorredion factor would be of tilt-
form:
^1fl %,(F.Z)}
At tilt .,one tent- it was felt that possihl_ • the charac-
tcristics of tilt- model for Z 90` could be improved
I	 upuu. Tilt- residuals between Z = 90 0
 and Z = 93 0 look
like:
1
	 63 (Z)
eR
e^•	 vo• 	 9I •	 qr	 yr
MODEL
RESIDUALS
It was thcre •fore felt that if a function (sa y , .%,(Z)) c,mld
be dt-riwe d %%ith ntwersc charactcristies to the above resid-
uals plus possessing the following qualities:
.1.(Z)--- ven large for Z	 93"
-%,(Z) -- wery small for Z
	
900
then a model of tilt- form:
R — exp #Kj.,}U(Z)}'//jI - e Z)}
	
K1.
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Furthermore. it would he necessary that:
A,(P,Z)-+0,	 Z X90°
It was noted in the examination of the Garfinkel data
that the pressure effect (as different from P/760) was for
the most part separable. i.e.:
0,(P. Z) — Jr(P)AIM
and it could he seen that further:
.% p(P) — (P — 780)
A representation for A: was then empiricall y constructed
its follows:
A,(Z) — exp [A,(Z A:)]
so that the %,(P, Z) pressure correction would be:
.1,(P,7.) = (P — 760) exp [A,(Z — A,)]
The it-stilts of using %,(P, Z), above, can be seen in
Fig. 9. Finall y , to satisfy the conditions of a small %,(P, Z)
for Z 93', the previousl y determined A,(Z) was utilized
to arrive at the following expression:
Pre ssun• correction factor —
P (P - 760) exp [A,(Z — A,)] ^
7901 1 	  + A,(Z)
whore
Z = renitl ► angle, deg
P = pressure, mm of tig
A, = 0.40816
A, = 11230
A,(Z) = as previously defined
2. Temperature correction. 71 ►e investigation of tem-
perature effects proceeded along the same lines as the
investigation of pressure effects in the previous section.
with the goal of a total temlx •rature corrt"ion factor
in the forin of:
273
T 373 (1 "'(T, Z))
in combination w ith the conditions:
o,(T, Z) 0	 z -7 90°
o,(T, Z) --•0,	 Z Z_ 93°
Similariv, the temperah ► m effect was found to be ap-
proxinratel y separable:
& ,( T. Z) -- 0,(T)4(Z)
and the following was (empirically, constricted:
De — T
A. -- exp [ B,(Z — B,)]
so that the 1,(T, Z) temperature correction would be:
,1,(T, Z) = (T) exp [B, (Z	 B,)]
The results of using &,(T, Z), above, are seen in Fig. 10.
(lice again, to satisfy the condition of a small i,(T, Z)
for Z 43", the previously determined a,(Z) is utilized
to arrive at the following total expression:
Tenllx•rature correction factor =
273	 (T) exp [B,(Z - B,)])
T 1 2731 1 —	 1 + A,(Z)	 f
where
Z = zenith angle, deg
T = temperature, °C
B, = 0.1 2h20
B, = 142.88
A,(7) = as previousl y detennin(A
:1. Relative humidity correc tion. Both Ga rfinkel (see
Ref. 2) and the Pull,ova %lordel (sec Ref. 4`. i.Idieate that
Ow correction for relative humidity is ver y small • per-
haps on the order of several seconds at large Z. at a
maximum It was therefore decided here to ignore cor-
rections hased on relative humidity , at least until some
time when ,I 	 case (-an Ire• made for the neemsity
of its Inclusion, given the Ieve•I of act-tiracy (10 sec)
inherent to the moxlel here being proposed.
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F. Complete Optical Angular Refraction With Pressure
and Temperature Corrections
11u• final refrtetion model with pressure and tempera-
ture accounh •d for is as follows:
K ,	 [U(Z)]'
R = F,,	 ex
_	 P f
F' (7,(l -
%,(P, Z)	 ll
p	
.1a)^/
Gi- -3, 0T ,	 (7)
.%,(P, Z)	 = (P - P„)(exp (A,(Z - A,)] )
a,(T, Z) = (T	 7.)(ex1)( B, (Z - B,)] )
A,(Z)	 = (Z - C„"^xp [C,(Z - C:)] )
\%1here-
R = refraction, see
Z = actual zenith anglc, deg
EL 4N ► 	 Z elevation angle
KI
v(z) _ K.
K, = 16.825
K, = 45175
K, = 4.1572
K, = 1.4464
K, = 0.1534!
K., = 2.2a 16
K	 -1,:3485
K.	 -43877
K.,	 :3.1484
K,., = 4.5.01
K	 1.8982
K ;	 Il.ti^NNN)
P - pressure non of llg
P, — 760l0l nun
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A, = 0.40816
A, = 11230
T = temIx •rat rc. K r
T„ = 2730 ► K
B,= 0.12830
B, = 142.88
C„ = 91.870
C, = 0.'i1NNN ►
r. = 99.34-1
Fhr at curacy of this model for variots pressures, tem-
peratures, and ranges of Z. as compared to tttc Garfinkel
data. c:ut be weal in Table 2.
11w signature of the residoals at hrge "!, and yvith
P 7fi0 mint and T 0°C can be seen in Fig. 7 (modified
8th order In R fit). For use where simplicity is of it more
ttrp;ent need than acc •ttrucy, an abbreviated version of the
111uh•1 can be obtained b y setting:
.I,	 a, = A, - 0
such that one has:
B ("/
	
/ (,-xp
rl r„l
	K'., I tgz)]' - K,a
where all cp iaotities are as previousl y dt-filled,'I'hv accu-
racy of this abbreviated version, once again as compared
te ► the Garfinkel data, is sccn in Table I Also, the effects
of the deletit.tt of .%, is seen in Fig. 9, of a, in Fig. 10, and
of -1 in Fit; 7
G. FORTRAN Subroutines of the Optical Refraction
Models
Appendix A p ► re yents a fi.,ow IAN subnmtine of the
fall model desc•ri', ►ed in Subsection F, %%liilc Appendix B
presents it F01111'f1 .N s;tbroutiue corr4-spoudin,1 to the
abbreviah •d tuodc•1, also dcscribt •d in Subsechon F lit
puts required are :ts folimetm:
PRESS pressure, mot of fit~
TF.%IP - temperatttv • , K
Z\IT11 - actual n•nith angle, d,•g
f
I
, MIL	 tl
and the subroutine(s) re'-inn with:
R	 refraction correction, sec
111. A New Radio Frequency Angular Refraction
Model
In the previous section, a nerv y
 optical angular refrac-
tion model was presented. In this section, past attempts
to traulslate from an optical model to a radio frequency
model will he dealt with, and then a new method to
accomplish this transformation % ill be proposed.
A. Past Attempts to Transform Angular
Refraction Models From Optical to
Radio Frequencies
To facilitate a discussion of past attempts to generate
angular tropospheric refraction models for use at radio
frequencies, let the following notation be introduced:
R,.r = R(P,T.Z) = optical refraction model from
section II
R, = R„,r(1',T,Z,RH) = radio frequency refrac-
tion model
P = pressure
T — temperature
Z = zenith angle
RH _ relative humidity
N(h) _ ND(h) + NW(h)
N(h) = total refractivity at radio frequencies
ND(h) — dry, or optical component, of refractivity
NW(h) = wet component of refractivity
f► = height
h, = statloll I ►c lght
s = parameter surface value
ND(ho) = ND,
NW(k) = NW,
N(h,) = N.
In general, attempts to construct a radio frequency
refraction model consisted of appropriating an empirical
n ►odel llonl optical refraction %%ork which would give the
f , lnctional dependence on Z (say R,-(7.)), and then scaling
8
this expression by the total radio frequency surface
refractivity, i.e.,
refraction (NR Rr(Z)
where N„ = reference optical refractivity.
At this point, one must ask, what are the implications
of this pr(cedure? Since an), signal (that is of interest
here) must traverse the entire troposphere, and is of
course, amtinually being refracted, one might think that
instead of being proportional to surface refractivity, angu-
lar refraction is really more nearly proportional to total
(integrated) tropospheric refractivity, i.e.,
refraction x f N (h) dh
However, refraction could also he proportional to surface
refractivity if it could be assumed that there exists some
f(h) such that:
N(h) z N.f(h)
so that
refraction - f N,f(h) dh = N, f f(h) dh
Making the assumption that
ND(h) -- ND,f,(h)
NW(h) — NW,f:(h)
one would havc for the optical case.
R, oc f ND(h) A = f ND,f,(h) dh
= ND. f f, (h) dh.
For the radio freflueucy case:
R,;,- x f N(h) dh — f (ND(h) + NW(h)) dh
f (ND,f,(h) 4 N1V.f,(h)) dh
= ND, f f,(I► ) A + NW, f f,(h) dh
Without precise knowlecll;e of the fonn of f,(h) and f,(h),
the only wa y' that the surface refractivitics could be used
to transform front the optical case to the radio case would
be if
f ( h ) _ f:(h)
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Then
Rae Or (ND. + NW.) f f,(h) dh
and indeed
Rae x (ND. + NW,) R'(Z)LLL ND,
However, it is well known that wet refractivity "decays"
much more rapidly than dry refractivity (for instance,
Ref. 6), so that f,(h) and f=(h) are quite dissimilar; thus,
the procedure of scaling an optical angular refraction
model by the total surface radio refractivity to achieve a
radio angular refractiun model would appear to be seri-
ously flawed.
B. Method Used to Transform From an Optical
to a Radio Frequency Refraction Model
From the previous section it was seen that
Rae x N. = ND, + NW.
is a poor choice. A more logical choice would be
Rae oc f N(h) dh = f (ND(h) + NW(h)) dh
= f ND(h) dh + f NW(h) dh
= f ND(h) dh J 1+ f NW(h) dh 1t	 fN
Similarly, for the optical case (using the model previously
presented):
R„r a f ND(h) dh
Combining the above, one arrives at the equation that
will be used for the radio frequency angular refraction
model:
RNe(P,T,Z,RH) x R,,(P,T,Z) J 1 + f NW(h) dht	 f ND(h) dh }
C.Determination of Ratio of Integrated
Wet Refractivity to Integrated Dry
Refractivity
In attempting to determine an analytical parametric
representation for the expression:
f NW(h)dh
ff ND^
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the most difficult problem by far lies with the integrated
wet refractivity. Berman first showed in 1970 (Ref.7) that
f ND(h) dh = AP, L ^ J
where
A = 77.6
P. = surface pressure, mbar
R = perfect gas constant
g = gravitational acceleration
g/R = 34.1°C/km
and also gave an expression to approximate the inte-
grated wet refractivity:
f NW(h) dh =
C,C_
7RH>. { ` B — AC z e ( TT ,
	/
where
C, = 77.6
C, = 29341.0
RH = relative humidity
y = temperature lapse rate
C = 38.45
To = extrapolated surface temperature
A = 7.4475In(10)
B = 2a34.28 In (10)
Chao ( Ref. 8) later improved upon the integrated wet
refractivity with the expression:
tt	 t 16
fNW(h) dh = 1.63X10 '= e ", 1+2.05X10'a{e°.,
where
e„ = surface vapor pressure, N/m'
T„ = surface temperature, K
a = temperature lapse rate, K/km
9
However, both of these expressions depend upon one or
more paranu •ters out measurable at the surface (i.e.,
temperature lapse rate, etc •.), and neither is particularly
accurate. Coins; back to the previous section, if the
altitude-dependent refractivitics could really be repre-
sented as
ND(h) ND,f,(h)
NW(h) — NW, f.(h)
and if the above refractivitics cxni,d he integr;:icd, i.e., if
A below cewl(l he evaluated its
A = f f _(h) dli
ff^( _71) -d/
then one might simpl y expect that
f NW(h) dli	 N11" )
f 1'D(h) dh ' A { 71'I), (
To test this hypothesis, the authors had ten cases used in
Ref. T Althuu, ,h a very small number, the cases were
alternate clay and night profiles selected throughout the
year (December, February, April, August, September). A
least-squares linear curve fit to the above data was per-
formed as follows:
f NW(h) dh	 f NW.
f ND(h) dh
	
A 1 ND,
Tlrt• fit yielded the following:
A = 0.3044
of %) = MAW
«(%) = 100 X „ ..`'11,01) rlh — A f NIV.('ND7- dl:	 ) NU„ )
Translated to centimeters of integrated refractivity, one
would have
Q(cm) = 2.0 cm
Table 4 and Fig. I I present the detailed analysis of the
ten cases described.
As a totall y independent check of this observed rela-
tionship, use can be made of work done by Chao (Ref. 6)
on wct and dry ref rac •ti0%. profiles. C:ontbining F, tIS. (9),
(10), (13), (14), (15), and (16) from Ref. 6 one has:
ND(h) = ND, ( 1 - 1
2.
7/ 
	
It
	 12.2 km
-)"
	
769 ND,{exp(—	 6.4 /1
	
It 12.2 km
NW(h) = NW, I 1 — 131	 h < 13 km
=0 h>13km
Performing the dry refractivity integration, one has
x ND(h) dh — r ND, (1 — 
42.7
I  ^, dh
+	 0 ND, ^exp  (—(h — 12.2)11 dh269 	\	 6.4	 J I
= ND,
	 (
J	
1 — 
h	
clh
	
\	 42.7 )^
	
r	
i	 ^n
+ 269 ND
	
x
"J -1 -2
	[	 6.4_..
1 1 dhJ
transforming the first integral by
h1— 4°7 -x
A = — 42.7 dx
so that
1 (1 — It )+ dli = 42.7 ( x , dx42.7
x'42.7 5
— — 457 [ ( I
	42
It ). J ,2' 2
—
= 6.952
Transforming tie second integral by
(h	 12.2)
	
6.4
	 T
dlt = 6.4 1 I
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so that
/'	 r (h — 122)J exp 
L — 8.4
	dh = - 6.4 f exp (x) dx
_ — 6.4 exp (x)
	
= 6.4	 \
Or, finally
J ND(h) dh = ND,(6.952)
0
+^s ND,(6.4)
= 8.6174(ND,)
Performing the .vet refractivity integration, one has
r N1V(h) dh = r NWr
 (1 —	 dh
./ ,	 J 	 \	 1 ^3
„/	 h
	
=NW,	 f 1 - —)) rllr
\	 13
Teansfonning the integral by
C
It \1 — 1.3	 x
dh —13 der
J(1- 13) r111 —13fx'dx
=-135
= 2.6
so that
Combining the integrated wet refractivity and the inte-
grated dry refractivity yields
NW(h) dh	 2.6(NW.)1.	 _
J t ND(h) dh	 8.6174(ND.)
N1V,
= 0.30172 
C VD.,
This is to be compared to the previously determined
relationship from actual data of:
I Y NW(h) dh	
(NIl' .l• ' x	 ^ 0.3224 \ ' /
	
J 
ND(h) (Ih	 D'
Since the value of the Io standard deviation
ler = M.93%n (---2 cm)
found from ac•hial data eomparts favorably with the most
recent modeling published by Chao in Ref. S (-3 cm for
combined night and day profiles), and since the basic rela-
tionship seems vcrifiable by average profiles presented by
Chao; the determined expression will be adopted for use
with the optical rcfraction model. The surface refractivity(Ref. 7) is defined as:
NIV,
	
c 
pC .1T,	 13)
	T L.	 7 . C
ND. = C, T"
so that one would obtain
`	
r
:0V(10 dit	 1311),0
	 AT. -13
/ 14 • ",^ 	 - 1 t (0.3224)	 exp	
—C-
To  integrate this expression into the optical model, the
pressure term must I,, ernnerted from lobar to nun:
1013
P,(mbar) = P,(mm) X 760
so that one would himlly have
m
rx	 f N111 1(h) dh I	 (7.1 X 101 ) (R11), ^AT, - B)
J NW(h) = U(NW)	 1 + f ND(h) dh l +	 T.P.	
"Xp 
T. C
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where
(RH). = surface relative humidity (100% = ,A)
T. = surface temperature, K
P. = surface pressure, mm of fig
A = 17.149
B = 4684.1
C = :38.450
D. Final Angular Tropospheric Radio
Frequency Refraction Model
The following gives the complete radio frequency
angular tropospheric refraction model:
R = F„F,F,,. exp'-1 + a„ (Z)
	
- K„
P f _ l app l
F	
P (`1	 1+a"(Z)^
T„	 a,(T,Z)
F, - T 1 - 1 + a:,( Z) f
F.. - C 1 + 3V,
I'll
 UI 
exp 
[V,T  IV.-, J^^
a,(P,Z) = (P - P„) (exp [A,(Z - A:)] )
a;(T,Z) = (T - T„) (exp [B,(Z - B,)] }
a,(Z) = (Z - C„) (CXl) [C,(Z - C_)] }
where
R = refraction. sec
Z = actual zenith ankle, deg
EL = el vation angle
EL - W (leg - Z
U(Z) _ Z 
K_ 
K,
K, = 46.625
K, _ 45.375
K, = 4.1572
K. = 1.4468
K., = 0.25:391
& = 2.2716
K; - -1:346.5
& = -4.3877
Ko = 3.1484
K,,, - 4.5201
K„ _ -1.8982
K,. = 0.89000
P = pressure, nun fig
P„ = 76001 mm fig
A, = 0.40816
A. = 112.30
T - temperature, K
T„ = 273.(x) K
B, = 0.12820
B. = 142.88
C„ = 91.870
C, = 0.8((Nx)
C: = 99.344
RH = Relative humidity (100% = 1.0)
Wo=7.1X10'
W, = 17.149
W. = 4684.1
W, _ 38.450
E. Model Accuracies
The inaccuracies intr(xthu •cd by the wet refractivity
term pi-cdominate over the inaccuracies presented in
Section II. Considering
I& = 1.00%
the maximum I,, angular errors would be
Z, deg* AR, sec .113, deg
G-45 6 0.002
85-90 18 0.005
9093 50 0.015
12
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F. FORTRAN Subroutines of the Radio Frequency
Refraction Models
Section Il presented two FORTRAN subroutines, cor-
responding to the full optical refraction model and an
abbreviated version. These two routines have been trans-
formed to the radio frequency version of the refraction
model, and are presented in Appendixes C and D. The
FORTRAN subroutine S13END (.Appendix C) represents
the full model, while \BEND (Appendix D) Gives the
abbreviated version. Inputs rc(luired are:
PRESS — pressure, mm of Hg
TEMP = temperature, K
HUMID = % of relative humidity (100% 1.0)
ZNITH = actual zenith angle, deg
and the subroutines return with
R = refraction correction, sec
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Table 1. Garfinkel refraction data , for P = 760 mm and T = 0'C
Z	 R	 R'	 Z	 R	 R'	 Z	 R	 R'
0.0 0,00 0.00 23.5 26.33 26.34 47.0 64.95 64.W
0.5 0.55 0.55 24.0 26.97 26.97 47.5 66.10 66.15
1.0 1.07 1.08 24.5 27.60 27.61 48.0 67.28 67.32
1.5 1.61 1.61 25.0 28.25 28.26 48.5 68.47 68.52
2.0 2.15 2.15 25.5 28.90 28.91 49.0 69.69 69.73
2.5 2.68 2.68 26.0 29.55 29.56 49.5 70.93 70.97
3.0 3.22 3.22 26.5 30.21 30.22 50.0 72.19 72.24
3.5 3.75 3.76 27.0 :30.88 30.89 50.5 73,48 73.53
4.0 4.29 4.29 27.5 31.55 31.56 51.0 74.79 7 4.85
4.5 4.83 4.83 28.0 32.23 32.24 51.5 76.14 76.19
5.0 5.36 5.36 28.5 32.91 32.92 52.0 77.51 77.57
5.5 5.90 5.(H) 29.0 33.60 33.62 52.5 78.91 78.97
6.0 6.43 6.44 29.5 34.30 34.32 53.0 80.34 80.40
6.5 6.97 6.97 30.0 35.01 35.02 53.5 81.80 81.87
7.0 7.51 7.51 30.5 35.72 35.73 54.0 83.30 83.37
7.5 8.05 8.05 31.0 36.43 36.45 54.5 84.83 84.91
8.0 8.59 8.59 31.5 37.16 37.17 55.0 86.40 86.48
8.5 9.12 9.13 32.0 37.89 37.91 55.5 88.02 88.10
9.0 9.67 9.r, 32.5 38.63 38.65 56.0 89.68 89.77
9.5 10.21 10.21 .13.0 39.38 39.40 56.5 91.39 91.48
10.0 10.75 10.75 3:3.5 40.14 40.16 57.0 93.14 9323
10.5 11.30 1130 34.0 40.90 40.92 57.5 94.94 95.03
11.0 11.84 11.84 34.5 41.68 41.70 58.0 96.78 96.88
11.5 12.39 12.39 35.0 42.46 42.48 58.5 98.67 98.78
12.0 12.94 12.94 35.5 43.26 43.27 59.0 100.61 1(10.72
12.5 13.49 13.49 36.0 44.06 44.08 59.5 102.61 102.72
13.0 14.04 14.05 36.5 44.87 44.89 601.0 104.66 104.78
13.5 14.60 14.60 37.0 45.69 45.71 60.5 106.76 106.89
14.0 15.15 15.16 37.5 48.5.9 46.55 61.0 108.93 109.06
1 .1.5 15.71 15.72 38.0 47.37 47.39 61.5 111.17 111.31
15.O 16.28 16.28 38.5 48.23 48.25 62.0 113.49 113.64
15.5 16.84 16.85 39.0 49.10 49.12 62.5 115.93 116.1 O
16.0 17.41 17.41 39.5 49.98 5O.O0 63.0 118.4 118.("
16.5 17.98 17.98 40.0 50.87 50.89 63.5 121.1() 121.28
17.0 18.55 18.56 40,5 51.77 51.80 64.0 123.79 123.98
17.5 19.13 19.13 41.11 52.69 52.72 64.5 126.53 126.72
18.0 19.70 19.71 11.5 53.62 53.65 65.0 129.35 129.56
18.5 20.29 20,20 •12.0 54.56 54.59 65.5 132.28 132.50
19.0 20.87 20.88 42.5 55.52 55.55 00.0 135.33 1.35.57
19.5 21.46 21.47 43.0 56.50 56.513 66.5 138.51 138.76
20.0 22.06 22.08 43.5 57.49 57.52 67.0 141.82 142.09
2(1.5 22.65 22.66 4.1.0 .58.50 58.53 67.5 11.5.26 135.55
21.0 23.26 23.66 4.3.5 59.52 59.56 68.0 118.86 1.19.17
21.5 23.86 23.87 45.0 (1(1.56 601.60 68.5 1512.64 152.97
22.0 24.47 24.48 45.5 61.6.3 61,67 69.0 158.61 156.97
22.5 25.(14) 250.) 46.0 62.72 62.76 69.5 160.75 161.13
23.0 25,71 25.72 16.5 6.3.43 6:3.87 70.0 165.06 165.46
"H gheti tLr n•Irmhon corn •(twil it Z u	 tii.il	 NI111, If	 {;i^r+	 tIiv n•Irat twii (m r. 	 twii it 7 ' L"rnrd.
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Table 1 (contd)
Z	 li	 H'	 z	 N	 R,	 Z	 H	 R,
70.2 lt)6.83 167.25 79.8 323.92 326.68 87.2 895.71 947.24
70.4 168.63 169.06 80.0 330.09 333.02 87,3 914.73 969.38
70.6 170.47 170.91 80,2 336,46 339.52 87.4 9.34.45 992.51
70.8 172.33 172.78 80.4 342.99 346.20 87.5 954.84 1016.58
71.0 174.23 174.69 80.6 349.75 353.18 87.6 975.96 1041.62
71.2 176.16 176.64 80.8 356.81 360.45 87.7 997.91 1067.68
71.4 178.13 178.63 81.0 364.17 368.05 87.8 1120.64 1095.01
71.6 180.15 180.66 81.2 371.82 375.93 87.9 1044.!6 112.3.53
71.8 182.20 182.73 81.4 379.76 384.12 88.0 1088.53 1153.28
72.0 18430 184.85 81.6 387.99 392.61 88.1 1093.93 1184.47
72.2 186.44 187.01 81.8 396.55 401.48 88.2 1120.27 1217.10
72.4 188.64 189.23 82.0 405.48 410.74 88.3 1147.59 1251.29
72.6 19(190 191.51 82.2 414.76 420.35 88.4 1176.01 1287.15
72.8 19321 193.84 82.4 424.44 430.4.5 88.5 1205.55 1324.68
$ 3.0 195.57 196.22 82.6 434.59 441.05 88.6 1236.25 1364.16
73.2 197.97 198.64 82.8 445.21 452.12 88.7 1268.19 1405.55
73.4 20(1.41 201.10 83.0 45630 463.71 88.8 1301.38 1449.01
73.6 202.90 203.62 83.2 467.87 475.82 88,9 1335.(X) 1494.78
73.8 205.45 206.19 814 480.03 488.71 89.0 1371.84 1543.13
74.0 208.07 208.84 83.6 492.90 50221 89.1 1409.18 1594.01
742 2 10.7 5 211.56 83.8 506.32 516.28 892 1448.01 1647.64
74.4 213.51 214.35 84.0 520.31 531.10 89.3 1488.47 170.1.25
74.6 216.34 217.20 84.2 535.04 536.76 89.4 1530.70 1764A2 
74.8 219.23 220.12 84.4 550.57 563.28 89.5 1574.66 1827.44
75.0 222.18 223.11 84.6 566.91 580.76 89.6 1620.40 1894.34
75.2 225.21 226.18 84.8 584.18 599.35 89.7 1668.02 1965.25
75.4 228.3.3 22934 85.0 602.50 619.11 h9.8 1717.(;.5 2040.56
75.6 231.54 232.60 85.1 612.07 629.38 89.9 17(39.36 2123.12
75.8 234.84 235.94 85.2 621.88 639.99 90.0 1823.24 22115.54
76.0 238.20 239.34 85.3 631 X14 650.89 W.1 1879.28 2298.34
76.2 241.(4 242.81 85.4 642.32 662.10 W.3 1937.63 2392.18
.6.4 245.15 246.37 85.5 652.95 673.70 90.3 1998.35 249501,
76.6 248.77 250.05 8.5.6 663.88 685.73 906 21162.49 2604.75
76.8 252.50 253.85 85.7 675.18 698.15 5x1.5 2110.07 2722.08
77.0 256.35 257.75 85.8 686.86 710.99 90.13 2196.81 2847.58
77.2 260.29 261.74 85.9 698.89 724.30 90.7 2269.53 2982.18;
77.4 264.33 265.85 86.0 71111 738.(x) W.8 2343.68 '1120.84
7 .6 268.50 270.10 86.1 724.15 752,11 9(1.9 2419.W 3282.69
77.8 272.80 274.48 86.2 737.33 766,87 91.0 2518).71 3450.46
78.0 277.24 2790)9. 0 86.3 7 50.87 782.12 91.1 2584.52 3(3.32.11
78.2 281.80 283.03 86.4 764.91 797.78 91.2 267, 1. 3827.51
78.4 286.49 288.41 86.5 779.57 814.09 91.3 2762.19 40:19.114
78.6 291.32 293.34 86.6 794.50 8:31.04 91.4 2856.17 42619.13
78.8 296.33 298.45 86.7 809.95 848.62 91.5 295:3.711 4519.72
79.0 301.50 303.73 86.8 825.98 866.83 91.6 30.55.07 4792.26
79.2 306.85 309.20 86.9 842.56 885.73 91.7 3100.32 NMx).87
79.4 312.36 314.82 87.0 859.(;8 905.41 91.8 3269.46 5418.31
79.6 31811; 320.62 871 877.•38 925.93 91.9 .338268 5777.87
-1
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Table 1 (contd)
T. R R'
9 .2.0 3499.59 617423
92.1 3621.08 6812.15
92.2 3746.211 7097.58
92.3 3875.53 7K38.78
92.4 4(819.10 8246.3(1
92.5 4147.07 8926.70
92.6 4289.48 91192.48
92.7 44.38.:33 10.511(124
92.8 4587.50 11551.26
92.9 47 .12.8-1 12684.7 0
93.0 4W2.77 13986.89
Table 2. Maximum refraction model residuals for selected
P, T, and ranges of Z
Temp -ratnm,	 Ma\innnn r0rat tion nundcl msidiiak, see.C  - 7(N)	 P - 760	 P 8(N)
a. 0 .'Z<85
10 +4.59 +4.87 4 5.05
(1 +5.25 +5.59 45.82
+ 10 +5.83 +8.24 46.51
+20 +6.41 +8.88 +7.18
+31) +6.98 +7.50 +7.89
b. 85 -	 Z < 9:1
10 15.41 18.:16 24.30
(I -13.56 15.0.3 17.4.5
+10 -11.91 -14.27 14.02
+20 -15.16 14.77 -1.2.61
4.30 19.2(1 16.20 +13,144
Table 3. Maximum refraction model residuals for selectod
P, T, and ranges of Z: .1,, a_, .1, = 0
Temp-ratan,, Maximuni rclracti+m model n • siduals, see:
P =	 7(N) P	 760 P = 8(x)
a.0	 <Z<85,
- I0 4-601 4 6.38 +6.57
0 +5.33 45.61 +5.78
+l(► +4.68 14.93 +5.()8
+20 +4.11 +4.32 4 4.45
•'3() +!3.59 -5.41 11.06
b.	 85	 - Z<93
I u + 102.115 - 188.07 - 278.89
0 -130.49 - 251.98 -338.33
+ 10 196.42 -:112.W) - 395.56
+20 258.05 37009 -4.50.09
+3o 317.28 .152.40 -501.W
i in
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.1(%)	 A, CmCase
1.57 2.27 +0.70 x-1.48
1_21 2.17 +0.98 +2.03
1.85 1.80 -0.05 -0.11
1.72 1.37 -0.35 -0.74
1.53 1.75 +0.22 +0.47
2.30 2.17 -0.13 -0-28
7.77 8.55 +0.78 +1.65
10.23 9.12 1.11 -2.35
2.35 4.58 -+2.23 +41.72
3.19 2.09 -0.50 - 1.08
1
2
3
4
5
8
7
8
9
10
\'IV,100 X NU,
4.84
3.76
5.74
5.34
4.74
7.14
24.11
31.72
7.29
9.89
100 x f 
1'1^'(h) r!h
f ND(h) dhAx ;1(10x ND,
Table 4. Surface refractivity vs integrated refractivity: A = 0.3224; a = 0.93%
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Fig. 1. Current 3-segment JPL angular refraction model vs Garfinkel refraction data
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Fig. 2. Garfinkel refraction date
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Fig. 5. Least squares fit of In R (Garfinkel data) to an
nth degree polynomial
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Fig. 7. 8th degree and modified 8th degree polynomial fit to In R (Garfinkel data)
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Fig. B. Berman-Rockwell refraction model
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Fig. 9. Refraction model with and without A, (pressure correction factor)
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Fig. 10. Refraction model with and without .1. (temperature correction factor)
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a	 Fig. 11. Integrated refractivity vs surface refractivity
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Appendix A
Subroutine BEND I
00101 1* SUBROUTINE AEND(PRE5SrTEMPr7NTT4PP)
00101 2* DIMENSION	 A( 2) #B(2)rC(2)rE(12)rP(P)rT(2)r2(2)
00104 3* P(1)	 = 760.00
00105 4* P(2)	 = PRESS
00106 5* T(1)	 =	 273.00
00107 6* T(2)	 = TEMP
n0110 7* Z(1)	 91.870
00111 A* Z(2)	 =	 7NITH
00112 9* A(i)	 _	 .40816
n011l 10* A(2)	 =	 112.30
00114 11* B(1)	 _	 .12820
00115 12* 8(2)	 =	 142-AS
00116 13* C(1)	 _	 .8000n
00117 14* C(2)	 = 99.344
n012n 15* E(1)	 = 46.675
00121 16* E(2)	 = 45.375
00122 17* E(3)	 = 4.1572
00121 I8* E(4)	 =	 1.4468
n0124 iQ* E(5)	 _	 .25391
0012A 2n* E(6)	 =	 292716
n0126 21* E(7)	 =-1.3465
00127 22* E(8)	 =-4.3877
0013n 23* E(9)	 =	 3.14A4
OU131 24* E(10)=	 4.5201
0013P 25* E(11)=-1.89A2
00131 26* E(12)=	 .89000
00134 27* 03=1.+DELTA(ZrCrZ(2))
00135 28* FP=(P(2)/P(1))*(1.-nELTA(or4r7(P))/'1l)
00136 29* FT=(T(1)/T(P))*(1.-7ELTA(T ► 9r7(P))/03)
00137 30* t)=(Z(2)-E(1))/E(2)
0014n 31* x =E(11)
n0141 32* no
	
1	 I=1r8
00144 33* 1 X=E(11-T)+U*X
00146 34* R=FT*FP*(EXP(X/n3)-r(12))
00147 35* RETURN
n015n 36* END
In4
00101 1* FUNCTION DELTA(Ar9r7)
00103 ?* DIMENSION
	 A(2)rR(2)
00104 3* DELTA=(A(2)-A(1))*EYP(8(1)*(7-9(2)))
n0105 4* RETURN
a 0100; 5* END
28 RrPRoT)UClB LITY OF THE
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Appendix B
Subroutine BEND II
00101 1* SUBROUTINE 8END(PRESSPTEMPvZNITH•R)
00103 2* DIMENSION E(12)
00104 3* P	 = 760.00
00105 4* T	 = 27300
00106 5* E(1)	 = 46.625
00107 6* E(2)	 = 459375
00110 7* E(3)	 =	 4.1572
00111 A* E(4)	 =	 1.4468
00112 9* E(5)	 =	 925391	 I
00113 lo* E(6)	 =	 222716
00114 11* E(7)	 =-193465
00115 12* E(8)	 =-4.3877
00116 13* E(9)	 =	 391484
00117 14* E(10)=	 4.5201
0012(1 15* E(11)=-1.8982
00121 16* E(12)=	 .89000
00122 17* FP=PRESS/P
00123 18* FT=T/TEMP
00124 19* U=(ZNITH—E(1))/E(2)
00125 20* X=E(11)
00126 21* DO 1	 I=108
00131 22* 1	 X=E(11—I)+U*X
00133 23* R=FT*FP*(EXP(X)—E(12))
00134 24* RETURN
00135 25* END
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Appendix C
Subroutine SBEND
00101 1* SUBROUTINE SBENO(PRESS.TEMP#NUMlDvZNITHvR)
00103 2* DIMENSION A(2)#B(2)#C(2).E(12).P(2).T(2)•Z(2)
00104 3* P(1) = 760900
00105 4* T(1) = 273.00
00106 5* Z(i) = 910870
00107 6* P(2) = PRESS
00110 7* T(2) = TEMP
00111 8* Z(2) = ZNITH
00112 9* A(i) = 940816
00113 10* A(2) = 112.30
00114 il* B(1) = 912820
00115 12* B(2) = 142.88
00116 13* C(1) = .80000
00117 14* C(2) = 99.344
00120 15* E(1) = 46.625
00121 16* E(2) = 459375
00122 17* E(3) = 4.1572
00123 18* E(4) = 1.4468
00124 19* E(5) = .25391
00125 20* E(6) = 2.2716
00126 21* E(7) =-1.3465
00127 22* E(8) =-4.3877
00130 23* E(9) = 391484
00131 24* E(10)= 4.5201
00132 25* E(11)=-1.8982
00133 26* E(12)= 989000
00134 27* MO	 = 710010
00135 28* 111	 = 176149
00136 29* W2	 = 4684.1
00137 30* 113	 = 389450
00140 31* 03=1.+DELTA(ZPC.Z(211
00141 32* FP=(P(2)/P(1))*(19-DELTA(P•APZ(2))/03)
00142 33* FT=(T(1)/T(2))*(i.-OELTA(T.B#Z(2))/D3)
00143 34* F11=1♦( MO*HUMID*EXP((Ml*T(2)-V2)/(T(2)-113))/(T(2)*P(2)))
00144 35* U=(2(2)-f(1))/E(2)
00145 36* X=E (I l )
00146 37* DO 1 I=1.8
00151 38* 1 X(11-I)+U*X
00153 39* R=FT*FP*F11*(EXP(X/03)-£(12))
00154 40* RETURN
00155 41* END
00101 1* FUNCTION DELTA(A.B•Z)
00103 2* DIMENSION A(2),B(2)
00104 3* DELTA=(A(2)-A(1))*EXP(0(1)*(I-8(2))1
00105 4* RETURN
00106 5* C.ND
7
.r'
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Appendix D
Subroutine XBEND
00101 1s SUBROUTINE
	 XBEND(PNESS,TEMPaHUMID.ZNITH.RI
00103 2• DIMENSION	 E(121
00104 30 ► 	 •	 74000(1
OOIO$ 40 T	 • 273.00
00105 So [(1)
	 •	 46.625
00107 60 E(21	 •	 45.375
00110 70 E(31	 •	 46IS72
00111 as E(4)	 •	 1.4440
00112 9• E(6)	 •	 025391
00113 100 E(61
	
•	 292716
00114 Il• [171	 •91.3465
O011i 120 116)	 •w4*3677
00115 130 1(91	 n 	 391444
00117 146 E(l0).	 4•S201
001 2 0 IS• E(III••1•G912
00121 160 E11216	 •69000
00122 170 w0	 •	 710000
00123 Is* 111
	 •	 179149
00124 j90 w2	 •	 464491
00125 200 03	 •	 3804s0
00125 210 FP n PRESS/ ►
00127 22• FT n T/TEMP
00130 23• Fw•1•wo.HUMID.EXP((wl•TEMP.R2)/(TEMP99311/(TEMP•PRESSI
00131 240 U•(ZNITMwE(11)/E(2)
00132 269 X•E(I11
00133 250 DO	 1	 1.1x$
00135 270 1	 x•E(II•I).U.X
001 4 0 280 R n FT•FFsFw•(Ex ► (XI-E(1211
00141 290 RETURN
001 4 2 30• END
i
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